18v X2 LXT® Lithium-Ion (36v) Brushless Cordless Robotic Vacuum Kit (5.0Ah)
Model DRC200PT

Designed to Automatically Clean Large Spaces in Commercial Floor Applications

PERFORMANCE
- Cleans approximately 5,380 square feet in hard floor surfaces using two 18V LXT® 5.0Ah batteries BL1850B

PRODUCTIVITY
- Three stage cleaning system utilizes side brushes, main brush and vacuum suction to ensure cleaning

CAPACITY
- Easily accessible large 5/8 gallon dust box ensures ample capacity for commercial applications

DUST MANAGEMENT
- Highly efficient filtration system is designed to capture micro dust particulates

FEATURES
- Up to 200 minutes of continuous operation on hard floors in “Main Brush plus Vacuum” mode using two 18V LXT® 5.0Ah batteries
- The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
- Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
- Three stage cleaning system utilizes side brushes, main brush and vacuum suction to ensure complete cleaning performance
- Side brushes are designed to help capture debris alongside walls, corners and obstacles
- Two cleaning mode options; “Main Brush Only” for large debris or “Main Brush plus Vacuum” for large debris and small particles
- Main brush and two side brushes combine to provide a wide cleaning path of over 18"

SPECIFICATIONS
- Battery: 2X 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
- Brushless Motor: Yes
- Gross Container Size: .66 gal.
- Cleaning Width (without side brushes): 8-7/8"
- Cleaning Width (with side brushes): 18-1/16"
- Working Sound Level: 64 dB(A)
- Continuous Use (max, in minutes): 200 min.
- Overall Length: 18-1/8"
- Net Weight (with battery): 17.2 lbs.
- UPC Code (DRC200PT): 088381-847667
- UPC Code (DRC200Z): 088381-822916

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

DRC200PT
- Boundary Tape (SH00000240)
- High Efficiency Filter (SH00000213)
- Wireless Remote Control (SH00000238)
- (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah Battery (BL1850B)
- 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Dual Port Charger (DC18RD)

DRC200Z
- Same as DRC200PT except battery and charger sold separately

All specifications subject to change without prior notice. All models and accessories subject to stock on hand.
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